
Abstract. Background/Aim: Being scheduled for
radiotherapy can cause emotional distress. This study aimed
to identify risk factors in 338 patients assigned to
radiotherapy for breast cancer. Patients and Methods:
Nineteen potential risk factors including the COVID-19
pandemic were investigated for associations with the six
emotional problems included in the National Comprehensive
Cancer Network Distress Thermometer. Results: Worry and
fears were significantly associated with age ≤60 years;
sadness with age and Karnofsky performance score (KPS)
<90; depression with KPS and Charlson Comorbidity Index
≥3; loss of interest with KPS. Trends were found for
associations between sadness and additional breast
cancer/DCIS, Charlson Index and chemotherapy; between
depression and additional breast cancer/DCIS, treatment
volume and nodal stage N1-3; between nervousness and
additional breast cancer/DCIS, mastectomy and triple-
negativity; between loss of interest and Charlson Index,
family history of breast cancer/DCIS, invasive cancer,
chemotherapy, and treatment volume. The COVID-19
pandemic did not increase emotional problems. Conclusion:
Several risk factors for emotional problems were identified.
Patients with such factors should receive psychological
support well before radiotherapy.

Breast cancer is the most common site of new cancers in
women in many countries including Denmark and Germany
(1-5). Most patients with primary breast cancer receive
adjuvant radiotherapy as an integral part of breast-conserving
treatment. Radiotherapy may also be indicated after
mastectomy if specific risk factors exist (6). The vast majority
of patients assigned to adjuvant irradiation receive external
beam radiotherapy (EBRT) of the whole breast with or
without a boost to the tumor bed (6). Depending on the nodal
stage, the treatment volume of radiotherapy may include the
locoregional lymph nodes in addition to the breast. 

Being scheduled for radiotherapy and the radiation
treatment itself can be associated with emotional distress.
Breast cancer patients were reported to have higher
prevalence and distress levels than patients with several other
malignancies (7, 8). According to previous studies, 30-50%
of women with breast cancer report moderate to severe
distress and decline in quality of life during their course of
radiation treatment (2). Moreover, higher levels of distress
prior to surgery or chemotherapy for breast cancer were
associated with increased adverse events during and
following treatment (2). For patients receiving radiotherapy,
it is important to avoid interruption of the treatment due to
adverse events in order to achieve optimal results. Very few
studies investigated emotional distress before a course of
radiotherapy. Browall et al. found that better emotional
functioning predicted better quality of live in patients with
breast cancer receiving adjuvant radiotherapy (9). Mose et al.
reported that 48% of patients with early-stage breast cancer
were afraid of adjuvant radiotherapy after breast-conserving
surgery (BCS) (10). In their study, younger age was the only
significant predictor of pre-radiotherapy distress. Sohl et al.
identified several predictors of pre-radiotherapy emotional
distress including cancer stage, upfront mastectomy, response
expectations and pessimism (2). Knowledge of such risk
factors is important, since patients with these factors may
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experience impairment in quality of life and more pronounced
radiation-related adverse events and require early
psychological intervention (2, 9). Therefore, the present study
investigated many patient-, tumor-, and treatment-related
factors and a potential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic for
associations with emotional problems prior to a course of
adjuvant radiotherapy for primary breast cancer.   

Patients and Methods
Data of 338 female patients with breast cancer scheduled for
adjuvant treatment with external-beam radiotherapy (EBRT) were
evaluated for emotional problems prior to the radiation course. This
retrospective study was approved by the responsible Ethics
Committee (University of Lübeck, reference 21-178). Patients
included in this study had completed a questionnaire regarding
distress (National Comprehensive Cancer Network Distress
Thermometer) at the time of the pre-radiotherapy consent discussion
with the patients (11). Of these patients who were previously
evaluated for sleep disorders (12), 163 presented before and 175
patients during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Prior to radiotherapy, all patients had received surgery for their
breast tumor, either as BCS (n=302) or mastectomy (n=36). Patients
treated with BCS were scheduled for whole-breast irradiation
(15×2.667 Gy over 3 weeks or 28×1.8 Gy over 6.5 weeks)
plus/minus a boost to the tumor bed (5×2.0 Gy over 1 week) (2).
Patients scheduled for radiotherapy of the chest wall after
mastectomy had specific risk factors and were assigned to EBRT
with 28×1.8 Gy over 6.5 weeks. Sixty-seven patients with
involvement for more than three axillary lymph nodes or one to
three lymph nodes plus risk factors were scheduled for EBRT of the
whole breast plus locoregional lymph node regions (2).

The National Comprehensive Cancer Network Distress
Thermometer (11) addresses six emotional problems, namely worry,
fears, sadness, depression, nervousness and loss of interest in usual
activities. Based on the patients’ statements in the distress
thermometer evaluation (patient reported outcomes), each problem
was categorized as absent (no) or present (yes).

For each of the six emotional problems, 19 potential risk factors
were investigated. These factors were relation to the COVID-19
pandemic (before vs. during), age (≤60 vs. ≥61 years, median
age=60.5 years); Karnofsky performance score (KPS 90-100 vs.
<90); Charlson Comorbidity Index (2 vs. ≥3, median index=2);
previous or concurrent breast cancer or ductal carcinoma in situ
(DCIS) (no vs. yes); previous or concurrent malignancy including
breast cancer/DCIS (no vs. yes); family history of malignancy
including breast cancer/DCIS (no vs. yes); family history of breast
cancer/DCIS (no vs. yes); previous radiotherapy (no vs. yes);
primary tumor type (DCIS only vs. invasive breast cancer
with/without DCIS); type of surgery for breast tumor (BCS vs.
mastectomy); preceding chemotherapy (no vs. yes), start of
hormonal therapy (tamoxifen or aromatase inhibitors) before
radiotherapy (no vs. yes); and volume of radiation treatment
(without vs. with lymph nodes). In patients with invasive breast
cancer, primary tumor (T) stage (1-2 vs. 3-4), nodal (N) stage (0-
1mi vs. 1-3), distant metastasis (no vs. yes), histologic grading (G)
(1-2 vs. 3) and triple (estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor and
status of the human epidermal growth factor receptor 2/neu)
negativity (no vs. yes) were additionally evaluated. 

The statistical analyses regarding associations between emotional
problems and potential risk factors were performed with the chi-
square test. In the case that the number of patients in a subgroup
was fewer than 5, the Fisher’s exact test was used. For each of the
six emotional problems, separate analyses including the 19 potential
risk factors were performed. When applying Bonferroni adjustment
for 19 tests, p-Values of <0.0026 were considered to be significant
representing an alpha level of <0.05. p-Values of <0.05 were
considered as indicating a trend.

Results

The COVID-19 pandemic had no significant impact on the
prevalence of emotional problems (Tables I, II, III, IV, V and
VI). A total of 127 patients (38%) complained about worry
prior to their radiotherapy course. Worry was significantly
associated with age ≤60 years (p<0.0001) (Table I). Fears
were stated by 154 patients (46%) and were significantly
associated with age ≤60 years (p<0.0001), too (Table II). 

Sadness was reported by 97 patients (29%). This
emotional problem was significantly associated with age ≤60
years (p=0.0012) and a KPS <90 (p=0.0022) (Table III).
Borderline significance was found for history of previous or
concurrent breast cancer/DCIS (p=0.0056), and trends were
observed for a Charlson Comorbidity Index ≥3 (p=0.038)
and preceding chemotherapy (p=0.028). 

Forty-one patients (12%) reported depression, which was
significantly associated with a KPS <90 (p=0.0017) and a
Charlson Comorbidity Index ≥3 (p=0.0013) (Table IV).
Trends for associations with depression were found for
previous or concurrent breast cancer/DCIS (p=0.023),
volume of radiation treatment including locoregional lymph
nodes (p=0.015) and nodal stage N1-3 (p=0.033). 

Nervousness was stated by 98 patients (29%). No
investigated factor was significantly associated with
nervousness, but trends for such an association were found
for previous or concurrent breast cancer/DCIS (p=0.022),
upfront mastectomy (p=0.035) and triple-negativity
(p=0.042) (Table V). 

Loss of interest in usual activities was reported by 50
patients (15%) and showed a significant association with a
KPS <90 (p<0.0001) (Table VI). Trends were observed for a
Charlson Comorbidity Index ≥3 (p=0.011), family history of
breast cancer/DCIS (p=0.029), invasive breast cancer
(p=0.041), preceding chemotherapy (p=0.022) and volume
of radiation treatment including locoregional lymph nodes
(p=0.021).

Discussion

Most patients with primary non-metastatic breast cancer
receive breast-conserving surgery followed by radiotherapy
(6). Moreover, selected patients with risk factors for
developing a local or locoregional recurrence require
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radiation treatment after skin-sparing or radical mastectomy
(6). In addition to diagnosis of breast cancer, just the being
scheduled for post-operative irradiation can lead to
significant emotional distress. In the study of Mose et al. that
included 111 women irradiated with 56 Gy following BCS,
53% of the patients experienced distress due to the diagnosis
of breast cancer and 48% of the patients felt distressed
because of the imminent radiation treatment (10). Moreover,

better pre-treatment emotional functioning was reported to
be associated with improved overall quality of life at the end
of treatment in a series of 75 postmenopausal women
receiving adjuvant radiotherapy for breast cancer (9).
Therefore, it is important to identify patients who will
experience emotional distress prior to the radiotherapy
course to provide psychological support timely before
starting treatment. Compared to the previous study of Sohl
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Table I. Associations of the investigated characteristics and worry (338
patients).

Worry, n (%)

Characteristic                      No Yes p-Value

COVID-19 pandemic         Before 102 (63) 61 (37)        0.96
                                            During 109 (62) 66 (38)          
Age                                     ≤60 Years 85 (50) 84 (50)      <0.0001
                                            ≥61 Years 126 (75) 43 (25)          
Karnofsky performance    90-100 172 (63) 103 (37)       0.92
score                                  <90 39 (62) 24 (38)          

Charlson comorbidity       2 137 (63) 80 (37)        0.72
index                                  ≥3 74 (61) 47 (39)          

Additional breast               No 194 (62) 117 (38)       0.95
cancer/DCIS                      Yes 17 (63) 10 (37)          

History of additional         No 187 (62) 115 (38)       0.58
tumor                                Yes 24 (67) 12 (33)          

Family history                   No 75 (68) 36 (32)        0.17
of malignancy                   Yes 136 (60) 91 (40)          

Family history of               No 134 (64) 76 (36)        0.50
breast cancer/DCIS           Yes 77 (60) 51 (40)          

Previous radiotherapy        No 192 (62) 120 (38)       0.24
                                            Yes 19 (73) 7 (27)
Tumor type                         DCIS 23 (70) 10 (30)        0.36
                                            Invasive 188 (62) 117 (38)         
                                            cancer
Type of surgery                  BCS 189 (63) 113 (37)       0.86
                                            Mastectomy 22 (61) 14 (39)          
Chemotherapy pre-RT       No 138 (65) 74 (35)        0.19
                                            Yes 73 (58) 53 (42)          
Hormonal therapy             No 165 (63) 95 (37)        0.47
pre-RT                               Yes 46 (59) 32 (41)          

Treatment volume             Without LN 176 (65) 95 (35)        0.055
of RT                                 With LN 35 (52) 32 (48)          

Primary tumor stage*        T1-2 173 (63) 103 (37)       0.25
                                            T3-4 15 (52) 14 (48)          
Nodal stage*                       N0-1mi 141 (64) 80 (36)        0.21
                                            N1-3 47 (56) 37 (44)          
Distant metastasis*            No 187 (62) 115 (38)       0.56
                                            Yes 1 (33) 2 (67)           
Histologic grading*           G1-2 135 (63) 78 (37)        0.34
                                            G3 53 (58) 39 (42)          
Triple negative tumor*      No 177 (63) 103 (37)       0.058
                                            Yes 11 (44) 14 (56)          

BCS: Breast-conserving surgery; DCIS: ductal carcinoma in situ; LN:
lymph nodes; RT: radiotherapy. *Invasive cancer only (n=305). When
applying Bonferroni correction, p-values <0.0026 are significant and
shown in bold.

Table II. Associations of the investigated characteristics and fears (338
patients).

Fear, n (%)

Characteristic                      No Yes p-Value

COVID-19 pandemic         Before 87 (53) 76 (47)        0.71
                                            During 97 (55) 78 (45)          
Age                                     ≤60 Years 74 (44) 95 (56)      <0.0001
                                            ≥61 Years 110 (65) 59 (35)          
Karnofsky performance    90-100 152 (55) 123 (45)       0.52
score score                        <90 32 (51) 31 (49)          

Charlson comorbidity       2 124 (57) 93 (43)        0.18
index                                 ≥3 60 (50) 61 (50)          

Additional breast               No 172 (55) 139 (45)       0.28
cancer/DCIS                      Yes 12 (44) 15 (56)          

History of additional         No 163 (54) 139 (46)       0.62
tumor                                Yes 21 (58) 15 (42)          

Family history                   No 65 (59) 46 (41)        0.29
of malignancy                   Yes 119 (52) 108 (48)         

Family history of               No 120 (57) 90 (43)        0.20
breast cancer/DCIS           Yes 64 (50) 64 (50)          

Previous radiotherapy        No 168 (54) 144 (46)       0.45
                                            Yes 16 (62) 10 (38)          
Tumor type                         DCIS 18 (55) 15 (45)        0.99
                                            Invasive 166 (54) 139 (46)         
                                            cancer
Type of surgery                  BCS 166 (55) 136 (45)       0.57
                                            Mastectomy 18 (50) 18 (50)          
Chemotherapy pre-RT       No 117 (55) 95 (45)        0.72
                                            Yes 67 (53) 59 (47)          
Hormonal therapy             No 143 (55) 117 (45)       0.70
pre-RT                               Yes 41 (53) 37 (47)          

Treatment volume             Without LN 154 (57) 117 (43)       0.076
of RT                                 With LN 30 (45) 37 (55)          

Primary tumor stage*        T1-2 151 (55) 125 (45)       0.76
                                            T3-4 15 (52) 14 (48)          
Nodal stage*                       N0-1mi 126 (57) 95 (43)        0.14
                                            N1-3 40 (48) 44 (52)          
Distant metastasis*            No 165 (55) 137 (45)       0.59
                                            Yes 1 (33) 2 (67)           
Histologic grading*           G1-2 118 (55) 95 (45)        0.60
                                            G3 48 (52) 44 (48)          
Triple negative tumor*      No 153 (55) 127 (45)       0.80
                                            Yes 13 (52) 12 (48)          

BCS: Breast-conserving surgery; DCIS: ductal carcinoma in situ; LN:
lymph nodes; RT: radiotherapy. *Invasive cancer only (n=305). When
applying Bonferroni correction, p-values <0.0026 are significant and
shown in bold.



et al., we investigated additional potential risk factors for
emotional distress prior to radiotherapy for primary breast
cancer. Our study focused on the six emotional problems
considered in the National Comprehensive Cancer Network
Distress Thermometer, i.e. worry, fears, sadness, depression,
nervousness, and loss of interest in usual activities (11).

According to the results of this study, younger age was
significantly associated with worry, fears and sadness. Lower

(worse) performance score showed significant associations
with sadness, depression, and loss of interest in usual
activities. Higher comorbidity index was significantly
associated with depression and showed trends for
associations with sadness and loss of interest in usual
activities. Previous or concurrent breast cancer/DCIS was
almost significantly associated with sadness, and trends were
found for associations with depression and nervousness.
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Table III. Associations of the investigated characteristics and sadness
(338 patients).

Sadness, n (%)

Characteristic                      No Yes p-Value

COVID-19 pandemic         Before 113 (69) 50 (31)        0.44
                                            During 128 (73) 47 (27)          
Age                                     ≤60 Years 107 (63) 62 (37)        0.0012
                                            ≥61 Years 134 (79) 35 (21)          
Karnofsky performance    90-100 206 (75) 69 (25)        0.0022
score                                  <90 35 (56) 28 (44)          

Charlson comorbidity       2 163 (75) 54 (25)        0.038
index                                 ≥3 78 (64) 43 (36)          

Additional breast               No 228 (73) 83 (27)        0.0056
cancer/DCIS                      Yes 13 (48) 14 (52)          

History of additional         No 216 (72) 86 (28)        0.79
tumor                                Yes 25 (69) 11 (31)          

Family history                   No 84 (76) 27 (24)        0.21
of malignancy                   Yes 157 (69) 70 (31)          

Family history of               No 150 (71) 60 (29)        0.95
breast cancer/DCIS           Yes 91 (71) 37 (29)          

Previous radiotherapy        No 224 (72) 88 (28)        0.49
                                            Yes 17 (65) 9 (35)           
Tumor type                         DCIS 26 (79) 7 (21)         0.32
                                            Invasive 215 (70) 90 (30)          
                                            cancer
Type of surgery                  BCS 218 (72) 84 (28)        0.30
                                            Mastectomy 23 (44) 13 (36)          
Chemotherapy pre-RT       No 160 (75) 52 (25)        0.028
                                            Yes 81 (64) 45 (36)          
Hormonal therapy             No 188 (72) 72 (28)        0.46
pre-RT                               Yes 53 (68) 25 (32)          

Treatment volume             Without LN 199 (73) 72 (27)        0.082
of RT                                 With LN 42 (63) 25 (37)          

Primary tumor stage*        T1-2 195 (71) 81 (29)        0.85
                                            T3-4 20 (69) 9 (31)           
Nodal stage*                       N0-1mi 161 (73) 60 (27)        0.14
                                            N1-3 54 (64) 30 (36)          
Distant metastasis*            No 213 (71) 89 (29)      >0.99
                                            Yes 2 (67) 1 (33)           
Histologic grading*           G1-2 156 (73) 57 (27)        0.11
                                            G3 59 (64) 33 (36)          
Triple negative tumor*      No 196 (70) 84 (30)        0.53
                                            Yes 19 (76) 6 (24)           

BCS: Breast-conserving surgery; DCIS: ductal carcinoma in situ; LN:
lymph nodes; RT: radiotherapy. *Invasive cancer only (n=305). When
applying Bonferroni correction, p-values <0.0026 are significant and
shown in bold.

Table IV. Associations of the investigated characteristics and
depression (337 patients).

Depression, n (%)

Characteristic                      No Yes p-Value

COVID-19 pandemic         Before 142 (87) 21 (13)        0.70
                                            During 154 (89) 20 (11)          
Age                                     ≤60 Years 143 (85) 25 (15)        0.13
                                            ≥61 Years 153 (91) 16 (9)           
Karnofsky performance    90-100 248 (91) 26 (9)         0.0017
score                                  <90 48 (76) 15 (24)          

Charlson comorbidity       2 199 (92) 17 (8)         0.0013
index                                 ≥3 97 (80) 24 (20)          

Additional breast               No 276 (89) 34 (11)        0.023
cancer/DCIS                      Yes 20 (74) 7 (26)           

History of additional         No 264 (88) 37 (12)      >0.99
tumor                                Yes 32 (89) 4 (11)           

Family history                   No 99 (90) 11 (10)        0.40
of malignancy                   Yes 197 (87) 30 (13)          

Family history of               No 178 (85) 31 (15)        0.056
breast cancer/DCIS           Yes 118 (92) 10 (8)           

Previous radiotherapy        No 274 (88) 37 (12)        0.54
                                            Yes 22 (85) 4 (15)           
Tumor type                         DCIS 30 (91) 3 (9)          0.78
                                            Invasive 266 (88) 38 (13)          
                                            cancer 
Type of surgery                  BCS 264 (88) 37 (12)      >0.99
                                            Mastectomy 32 (89) 4 (11)           
Chemotherapy pre-RT       No 190 (90) 21 (10)        0.11
                                            Yes 106 (84) 20 (16)          
Hormonal therapy             No 231 (89) 28 (11)        0.17
pre-RT                               Yes 65 (83) 13 (17)

Treatment volume of RT   Without LN 243 (90) 27(10)         0.015
of RT                                 With LN 53 (79) 14 (21)          

Primary tumor stage*        T1-2 239 (87) 36 (13)        0.55
                                            T3-4 27 (93) 2 (7)            
Nodal stage*                       N0-1mi 198 (90) 22 (10)        0.033
                                            N1-3 68 (81) 16 (19)          
Distant metastasis*            No 264 (88) 37 (12)        0.33
                                            Yes 2 (67) 1 (33)           
Histologic grading*           G1-2 189 (89) 23 (11)        0.19
                                            G3 77 (84) 15 (16)
Triple negative tumor*      No 243 (87) 36 (13)        0.75
                                            Yes 23 (92) 2 (8)            

BCS: Breast-conserving surgery; DCIS: ductal carcinoma in situ; LN:
lymph nodes; RT: radiotherapy. *Invasive cancer only (n=304). When
applying Bonferroni correction, p-values <0.0026 are significant and
shown in bold.



Moreover, trends were observed for associations of
preceding chemotherapy with sadness and loss of interest in
usual activities, and of treatment volumes of radiotherapy
including lymph nodes with depression and loss of interest
in usual activities. Additional trends were found for
associations between nodal stage 1-3 and depression,
between, mastectomy and nervousness, between triple-
negativity and nervousness, between family history of breast
cancer/DCIS and loss of interest in usual activities, and

between invasive cancer and loss of interest in usual
activities. During the interpretation of these results, the
retrospective study design should be kept in mind.
Retrospective studies always bear the risk of hidden selection
biases. However, since a major goal of this study is the
comparison between patients who presented before and
patients who presented during the COVID-19 pandemic, the
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Table V. Associations of the investigated characteristics and nervousness
(338 patients).

Nervousness, n (%)

Characteristic                      No Yes p-Value

COVID-19 pandemic         Before 115 (71) 48 (29)        0.86
                                            During 125 (71) 50 (29)          
Age                                     ≤60 Years 121 (72) 48 (28)        0.81
                                            ≥61 Years 119 (70) 50 (30)          
Karnofsky performance    90-100 200 (73) 75 (27)        0.15
score                                  <90 40 (63) 23 (37)          

Charlson comorbidity       2 154 (71) 63 (29)        0.98
index                                 ≥3 86 (71) 35 (29)          

Additional breast               No 226 (73) 85 (27)        0.022
cancer/DCIS                      Yes 14 (52) 13 (48)          

History of additional         No 214 (71) 88 (29)        0.86
tumor                                Yes 26 (72) 10 (28)          

Family history                   No 79 (71) 32 (29)        0.96
of malignancy                   Yes 161 (71) 66 (29)          

Family history of breast    No 147 (70) 63 (30)        0.60
cancer/DCIS                      Yes 93 (73) 35 (27)          

Previous radiotherapy        No 225 (72) 87 (28)        0.12
                                            Yes 15 (58) 11 (42)          
Tumor type                         DCIS 26 (79) 7 (21)         0.30
                                            Invasive 214 (70) 91 (30)          
                                            cancer 
Type of surgery                  BCS 209 (69) 93 (31)        0.035
                                            Mastectomy 31 (86) 5 (14)           
Chemotherapy pre-RT       No 148 (70) 64 (30)        0.53
                                            Yes 92 (73) 34 (27)          
Hormonal therapy             No 186 (72) 74 (28)        0.69
pre-RT                               Yes 54 (69) 24 (31)          

Treatment volume             Without LN 191 (70) 80 (30)        0.67
of RT                                 With LN 49 (73) 18 (27)          

Primary tumor stage*        T1-2 189 (68) 87 (32)        0.055
                                            T3-4 25 (86) 4 (14)           
Nodal stage*                       N0-1mi 154 (70) 67 (30)        0.77
                                            N1-3 60 (71) 24 (29)          
Distant metastasis*            No 212 (70) 90 (30)      >0.99
                                            Yes 2 (67) 1 (33)           
Histologic grading*           G1-2 148 (69) 65 (31)        0.69
                                            G3 66 (72) 26 (28)          
Triple negative tumor*      No 192 (69) 88 (31)        0.042
                                            Yes 22 (88) 3 (12)           

BCS: Breast-conserving surgery; DCIS: ductal carcinoma in situ; LN:
lymph nodes; RT: radiotherapy. *Invasive cancer only (n=305).

Table VI. Associations of the investigated characteristics and loss of
interest in usual activities (336 patients).

Loss of interest in 
usual activities, n (%)

Characteristic                      No Yes p-Value

COVID-19 pandemic         Before 137 (84) 26 (16)        0.59
                                            During 149 (86) 24 (14)          
Age                                     ≤60 Years 140 (84) 27 (16)        0.51
                                            ≥61 Years 146 (86) 23 (14)          
Karnofsky performance    90-100 243 (89) 30 (11)      <0.0001
score                                  <90 43 (68) 20 (32)          

Charlson comorbidity       2 191 (89) 24 (11)        0.011
index                                 ≥3 95 (79) 26 (21)          

Additional breast               No 265 (86) 44 (14)        0.26
cancer/DCIS                      Yes 21 (78) 6 (22)           

History of additional         No 257 (86) 43 (14)        0.42
tumor                                Yes 29 (81) 7 (19)           

Family history                   No 96 (87) 14 (13)        0.44
of malignancy                   Yes 190 (84) 36 (16)          

Family history of breast    No 171 (82) 38 (18)        0.029
cancer/DCIS                      Yes 115 (91) 12 (9)           

Previous radiotherapy        No 265 (85) 45 (15)        0.52
                                            Yes 21 (81) 5 (19)
Tumor type                         DCIS 32 (97) 1 (3)          0.041
                                            Invasive 254 (84) 49 (16)          
                                            cancer
Type of surgery                  BCS 257 (86) 43 (14)        0.42
                                            Mastectomy 29 (81) 7 (19)           
Chemotherapy pre-RT       No 186 (89) 24 (11)        0.022
                                            Yes 100 (79) 26 (21)          
Hormonal therapy             No 221 (85) 38 (15)        0.84
pre-RT                               Yes 65 (84) 12 (16)          

Treatment volume             Without LN 235 (87) 34 (13)        0.021
of RT                                 With LN 51 (76) 16 (24)          

Primary tumor stage*        T1-2 230 (84) 44 (16)        0.87
                                            T3-4 24 (83) 5 (17)           
Nodal stage*                       N0-1mi 188 (86) 31 (14)        0.12
                                            N1-3 66 (79) 18 (21)          
Distant metastasis*            No 252 (84) 48 (16)        0.41
                                            Yes 2 (67) 1 (33)           
Histologic grading*           G1-2 178 (84) 33 (16)        0.70
                                            G3 76 (83) 16 (17)
Triple negative tumor*      No 233 (84) 45 (16)      >0.99
                                            Yes 21 (84) 4 (16)           

BCS: Breast-conserving surgery; DCIS: ductal carcinoma in situ; LN:
lymph nodes; RT: radiotherapy. *Invasive cancer only (n=303). When
applying Bonferroni correction, p-values <0.0026 are significant and
shown in bold.



study can currently not be performed as a prospective trial. 
In previous studies investigating pre-radiotherapy

emotional distress, younger age, cancer stage and
mastectomy were identified as risk factors (2, 10). Mose et
al. observed high distress levels in women being 58 years or
younger (10), and Sohl et al. found significant associations
between emotional upset and cancer stage or mastectomy
(2). Some other predictors of emotional distress identified in
our study were previously reported in different settings. In
several studies, younger age was identified as predictor of
distress. In 2011, Luutonen et al. presented the results of 276
patients who completed a questionnaire regarding distress,
depression and unmet needs during a course of adjuvant
radiotherapy for breast cancer (13). Age <53 years was an
independent predictor of distress (p=0.001). In a cohort of
343 women with newly diagnosed breast cancer who
completed the distress thermometer younger women (<50
years) experienced higher distress levels (14). In 2016, the
results of a prospective observational study from The
Netherlands were presented (15). This study included
patients with breast cancer regardless of the type of treatment
and evaluated clinical distress at 6 and 15 months after first
diagnosis of cancer. On univariate analysis, younger age
predicted enduring clinical distress (odds ratio=0.96).
Moreover, in a systematic review of 42 studies, younger age
was confirmed as predictor of distress in female breast
cancer survivors (16). In a population-based cohort study
following 16,495 women with newly diagnosed breast
cancer, younger age was associated with distress during both
the phase of hospital-based treatment and transitional
survivorship (17). 

The prognostic role of the performance status was also
previously reported. In the prospective study from The
Netherlands, lack of muscle strength, which generally means
an impairment of the performance status, was a significant
(odds ratio=1.82) predictor of enduring clinical distress (15).
In the systematic review of Syrowatka et al. about female
breast cancer survivors, lower physical activity, lower quality
of physical health, and limitations in physical functioning
were associated with distress (16). Moreover, in a survey-
based study of 125 female patients with any stage of breast
cancer recruited within five years of diagnosis, physical
symptom burden was associated with depression, anxiety and
distress (18). Associations between co-morbidity and distress
were also previously described. In the prospective study
from the Netherlands, having two or more co-morbidities
was a significant (odds ratio=1.51) predictor of enduring
clinical distress (15). In the systematic review of 42 studies,
co-morbidities were associated with an increased risk of
distress (16). So was rheumatologic disease in the
population-based cohort study of Syrowatka et al. (17). 

Chemotherapy was identified as predictor of distress in
several reports including the Dutch prospective study

(OR=2.47) and the systematic review of 42 studies (15, 16,
19). More recently, results of a prospective study of 50 women
with breast cancer were presented, in whom a significant
increase in fatigue (p<0.001) and psychological distress
(p<0.001) was observed when comparing post-chemotherapy
results to baseline (prior to chemotherapy) (20). Moreover, the
fact that mastectomy (compared to BCS) was associated with
increased distress was reported in a prospective study from
The Netherlands (OR=1.72) and in the systematic review of
Syrowatka et al. (15, 16, 19). In addition, patients with any
type of cancer who received or were scheduled for surgery
experienced significantly more emotional distress than other
patients in the study of Thomas et al. (21). 

Furthermore, negative hormone receptor status, which is
similar to triple-negativity in the present study, was a risk
factor of distress in the study of Luutonen et al. (13). And
more advanced cancer stage at the time of the first diagnosis
was identified as predictor of distress in the systematic
review of Syrowatka et al. (15). A more advanced nodal
stage requires additional radiotherapy of locoregional lymph
nodes, which showed a trend for more emotional distress in
the present study. Moreover, irradiation of the locoregional
lymph nodes is associated with a risk of additional late
sequelae including lymphedema and brachial plexopathy,
which likely contributes to higher levels of emotional
distress. Invasive cancer also showed a trend toward more
emotional distress in this study when compared to DCIS
alone. This can be explained by the less favorable prognoses
of invasive cancers. Moreover, trends were found for
experiencing emotional distress in case of a positive own or
family history of breast cancer/DCIS. These findings are
supported by previous studies showing that the fear of
recurrent breast cancer, which likely applies also to fear of
second (contralateral) breast cancer, is an important issue and
can cause significant distress and have a negative impact on
quality of life (22-24). Moreover, being reminded of a
relative’s breast cancer disease will likely contribute to
emotional distress.

In conclusion, the present study contributes to
identification of patients scheduled for radiotherapy of
primary breast cancer who have a high risk of emotional
distress. This applies particularly to younger patients,
patients with a poorer performance status, and patients with
a higher comorbidity index. In addition, patients who
received a mastectomy or preceding chemotherapy, patients
with more advanced or aggressive tumors, and patients with
own or family history of breast cancer/DCIS have an
increased risk of emotional distress. All of these patients
should receive psychological support as soon as possible and
optimally before the start of their radiotherapy course. In
contrast to the identified risk factors, the COVID-19
pandemic was not associated with an increased prevalence
of emotional problems.
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